CLASSES & DESCRIPTIONS
BEGINNERS-Private lessons only for newbies.
AFTER BEGINNERS)-A hodge podge of obedience exercises for newer dogs who have been through
an appropriate # of our private lessons. Expanding on the basics and adding some new stuff. There are
exercises that can help you in various levels of obedience and rally competition. A lot of 'doodling' is
done in this class.
CGC (CANINE GOOD CITIZEN)- AKCs test for dogs. Get a group of 3 – 5 dogs together and contact
us to set up training and testing.
BN (BEGINNER NOVICE)-A class to take after beginners private lessons. It focuses on basics that are
used in the AKC BN class. This is the lowest level titling class AKC offers in obedience. It's also a
good class for pet people wether they are interested in the title or not. It is basic obedience.
HEELING- Heeling run throughs. Working on perfecting your heeling and your footwork for
competition. 'Dancing with your dog'
NOVICE (CD)-The novice level exercises used in AKC obedience competition. Heel on and off leash,
SFE, formal recall, sit and down group stays.
OPEN (CDX)-The open level exerices which include retrieving, high and broad jumps plus command
discrimination.
UTILITY (UD)-Signal exercise, scent articles, directed retrieve, moving stand, directed jumping. The
highest level of obedience competition.June has titled multiple dogs of 5 different breeds to this level
and beyond. You can compete in Open and Utility indefinitely which people do to earn their OTCH
(Obedience Trial Championship). June has put an OTCH on a Pom and a Border Collie
SCENT WORK (SWK)-A fun game to teach your dog. It's like narcotics detection only we teach our
dogs to look for legal scents for AKC titles. Many different levels are offered. Introductory (offered
only rarely) through the highest levels. June is the first person to title multiple dogs to the highest level
AKC offers (SWD or aka Detective) and in fact, June had the 2nd , 4th, and 7th dogs in the country to
earn this title and then also titled a 4th dog in detective.

